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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the development of three phase load flow software by reusing an existing single phase load flow
software component. The single phase load flow component was developed using Object Oriented and Component Based
Development methodologies. The object oriented power system model of the single phase load flow component was
established separately from the mathematical solution. The proposed three phase load flow is formulated based on
symmetrical components theory, which involves a positive sequence load flow solution. Based on this relation, the single
phase load flow component and its power system model can be reused in the development of the three phase load flow
software. The single phase load flow power system model is extended for tnodeling three phase devices such a5
untransposed lines, three phase loads ... etc. Reuse o f the single phase component is achieved through composition
relationship, where the positive sequence load flow is modeled as an object inside the three phase load flow component. The
three phase load flow is solved by incorporating the solution of both positive sequence load flow and the nodal voltage
equations for zero and negative sequence networks.
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greatly cut the software development time and increase
productivity [3]. An object represents an individual,
identifiable item, unit, or entity, either real or abstract,
with a well-defined role in the problem domain. It has
state, behavior, and identity; the structure and behavior of
similar objects are defined in their base class; the term5
instance and object are interchangeable. The objects are
classified into three types. Firstly, Entity Objects that
represent objects in our real world. Secondly, Interface
Objects that handle data exchanged with users or other
systems. Finally, Control Objects that are created to
handle complex operations that do not fit naturally in any
one object or class [4]..

INTRODUCTION

Three phase load flow analysis is very important in
electrical power system that considering three phase
unbalanced condition. Power system planning, operation,
control and optimization are few examples of it wide
application. The three-phase load flow study can be
achieved in phase coordinates or in symmetrical
components frame of reference. Most of studies are
established in a-b-c frame of reference. This is because
the mutual inductances between different phases of an
unsymmetrical transmission lines is not equal to each
other. Recently the decoupled models of the
untransposed transmission lines were presented [11.
These models are used for solving three phase load flow
based on symmetrical components theory [I]. These
techniques are implemented in this research for
developing new integrated load flow simulation using
component object model (COM)and object oriented
programming methodology (OOP).

Although OOP provides reusability features, this is only
at the source codes level since the codes still have to be
recompiled whenever their functionalities need to be
extended. In order to overcome this limitation, a newest
software development approach that is Component Based
Development (CBD) can be used. This approach is very
different from traditional approach in which software
systems can be implemented from scratch. The
components can be developed by different sofrware
developers in different times and at different places.
Components give us a head start for developing our
software by maximizing mechanisms such as
components reusability. There is no existing standard
definition of the key item “component”. In general a
component has three main features 151:
It is an independent and replaceable part of a system
that fulfills a clear function.
It works in the context of a well-defined architecture.
a It communicates by its interfaces.

Before the introduction of OOP, software were built
using structural programming approach. However, this
approach has a lot of drawbacks such as has high
development cost, low productivity, unmanageable
software quality, and high risk to move to new
technology [2]. The OOP is then came to resolve this
problems. OOP is a natural extension of structured
programming. It provides a good programing practices
and makes it very easy to do so. The result is clean code
that it is easy to extend and simple to maintain, Once an
object is created for an application, the same object can
then be used in other applications. Reusing objects can
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In this paper, the power system models that present
power system devices as well as solution algorithms are
encapsulated inside objects. The power system devices
are modeled as entity objects. These entity objects
present the object-oriented power system model (00PSM). On the other hand, the solution algorithms such as
Newton Raphson, Fast Decoupled, and Linear Solver are
modeled as control objects. These control objects contain
complex solution algorithm that can not he fit in a single
class. The control objects are developed as independent
components. Thesc control objects present the power
system component object model (PS-COM).

load flow simulation. There are three components
appears in Fig. 2, TFDecoupled, TNRaphson, and
TLinearSolvcr. The fourth component IS an interface
component for reading the IEEE data format, this
component is used in CBD apphcations and does not
appear in Fig 2.

,

Figure 2 Single Phase Load Flow Component Software

SINGLE PHASE OBJECT ORIENTED POWER
SYSTEM MODEL
The real power systeni devices, such as generators,
transformers, transmission lines, and loads are modeled
as objects and classified by the same way as in the real
world. Fig. 1 shows the class hierarchy of the power
system models. These inodcls are designed to he mcmher
data of the components that are developed to solve the
load flow. So, these models are reused through out the
different power system studies because they became data
type for the power system.
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Single Phase Load Flow Base Class
This class is designed to be base class for any single
phase load flow algorithm. The class contains the
common data, methods, and interface methods based on
the single phase 00-PSM. Any algorithm for solving
single phase load flow can be encapsulated inside a
component inherited from the base class. The protected
part of the class contains the 00-PSM. The 00-PSM is
visibk for all the class descendants. An interface for the
00-PSM is established to enable the user form accessing
the 00-PSM. To make the components reusable, two
important flag interfaces are included in the class. These
interfaces control the behavior of the inherited
components from the class. The first flag interface
enables the user to perform the solution process for one
iteration and at the same time the refactorization is
avoided in the next iteration. The second flag interface
checks the convergence inside the component.
The Linear Solver Component
The solution of the load flow requires a mathematical
solver for handling the matrix operation involved in the
solution process. The solver component uses SuperLU
library routines [6]. The solver can solves matrix
equation in the form ofAz-b in order to get the x values.
Although it is a public domain code, it still has the same
capability compared to other in solving sparse linear
equation. It uses many latest techniques, such as graph
reduction technique in matrix factorization. Furthermore,
it can also solve very unsymmetrical matrices.
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Figure 1 The Object Oriented Power System Model
In Fig. 1, the electncal network is described by two
essential elements. These elements are nodes and
branches. They are modeled as classes m o d e and
TBranch. The elements that are connected to nodes such
as generators and loads are inherited from the class
m o d e . On the other hand, the elements that are
connected between two busbars such as transmission
lines and transformers are inherited from the class
TBranch.

Single Phase Load Flow Components
The function of these components, TNRaphson and
TFDecoupled, is to solve the load flow using both
Newton Raphson and Fast Decoupled algorithms
respectively. The mathematical solver component is
aggregated in both the two components for handling the
sparse matrix operations accompanied with the solution
process as shown in Fig 2. The interface component is
developed to read the standard IEEE data format. The
component encapsulates all the power system data in one
interface object. The component can be reused through

DESCRIPTION OF THE SINGLE PHASE LOAD
FLOW COMPONENTS
The single phase load flow contains four components;
each component has a clear function in the single phase
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components inherited form the three phase load flow
base as exhibited in Fig 3.

out different CBD applications for different power
system studies.

Three Phase Load Flow Components
There are two components for solving three phase load
flow as given in Fig. 2. The two components are
inherited from the base class TThreePhaseLoadFlow.
The first component TSNRaphson declares the positive
sequence load flow object as TNRaphson. The second
component, TSFDecoupled, declares the positive
sequence load flow object as TFDecoupled. Fig. 2
presents the component object model for the load flow
analysis software.

EXTENDING 00-PSM FOR MODELING THREE
PHASE DEVICES
The three phase load flow components require three
phase 00-PSM to represent the real three phase elements
such as three phase busbars, three phase loads, three
phase transformers ...etc. In order to have the required
model, the 00-PSM of the single phase in Fig. 1 can be
extended for three phase 00-PSM by inheriting the
single phase 00-PSM.
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Single Phase Load FlDWCompanents
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DESCRIPTION OF THE THREE PHASE LOAD
FLOW COMPONENTS

The three-phase load flow solution algorithm (Positive
Sequence Load flow and Nodal Voltage Equations) is
encapsulated inside components independent on the
algorithms used in the single phase load flow
components. The single phase load flow coinponents are
reused based on composition only. This reduces the
dependency between the codes of both single phase and
thrce phase load flow components.

Three Phase Load Flow Base Class
The class is designed to be the base class for any three
phase load flow algorithm uses the symmetrical
components theory and the decoupled models of the
untransposed transmission lines. The class is developed
based on object oriented approach; it handles the single
phase load flow as an object. This object behaves as
black box, only communicates with its surroundings with
its interface. The flag interface in single phase load flow
base class, is used for controlling the behavior of the
component. The first one is adjusted such the positive
load flow object performs one iteration while the second
checks the mismatch tolerance is acceptable or not. The
object returns the positive sequence load flow solution at
each iteration during the overall solution process.

.
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Figure 3 Load Flow Object Components Model
The most important point that makes these components
flexible, reusable, and can be replaceable that the
interface o f the load flow components are based on the
0 0 - P S M model itself, this model is persistent, i.e. long
life cycle object. Normally these objects are not related to
algorithms that are encapsulated inside load flow
components. The 00-PSM is only reused as data type for
developing the load flow components.

'

Interface Component For Unbalanced Three Phase
Data
This component i s developed as interface component; the
components collects all the unbalanced power system
data inside one interface object, these data include the
unbalanced loads, untransposed transmission lines, the
sequence data for transformers, generators ...etc. The
component is not shown in Fig. 3. It is reused only in
CBD application for supplying the power system data for
the components that request these data.

The three phase load flow is solved by incorporating the
positive load flow solution with both the solution of the
zero- and negative- sequence nodal voltage equations.
The linear solver component is aggregated in the three
phase load flow base class for solving the both zero and
negative sequence voltage equations as exhibited in Fig.
2. The positive sequence load flow object can be declared
as any type of the single phase load flow algorithms. It
may be TNRaphson or TFDecoupled. According to its
declaration, the positive sequence object will behave in
three phase load flow base class. The declaration of the
positive sequence load flow is done inside independent

PACKAGING COMPONENTS
A package is a special dynamic-link Library used by
Ctt-Builder applications [3]. The load flow object
component model and 00-PSM can be packaged inside
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printed in text file by dispatching the interface method
PrintResultO,

one or more than one package. Then, the package is
compiled to generate the package libraries. The libraries
are stored in files that have extension with the bpl
(Borland package library). The library then can be reused
for developing many functioning application for both
single and three phase load flow or can be extended for
developing new software components that could perfom
another power system study.

Component-Based Development Three Phase Load
Flow Application
The three phase load flow components are used the same
way as in the case of the single phase load flow
application. Addition data should be supplied to the
object LoadFlow in Table 2 . This data is encapsulated
inside the interface object ThreePhaseData. Three phase
load flow in the application can be solved by dispatching
the interface method Calculate() in the object LoadFlow
in similar manner to the case of the single phase load
flow application.

COMPONENT BASED DEVELOPMEKT
APPLICATIONS

The sourcc code of the developed components and
classes are not required, since the library files plus the
header files only required for developing functioning
applications. Two CBD applications are given bclow to
explain the usage o f the object load flow components.

Table 2 Three Phase Load Flow CBD Application
#include
#include
#include
#include

Component Based Development Single Phase Load
Flow Application
Table 1 gives the code for the single phase load flow
application. Firstly, an interface object called TEEEData
is declared, this object has a job that is to read the power
system data in the standard IEEE data format. Then
control object, LoadFlow is defined as instant from the
class TLFBase. There are two possibilities for declaring
the object LoadFlow. The first choice is as the
TNRaphson component while the second as the
TFDecoupled component. The power system data is
tmnsfemed form the interface object IEEEData to the
object LoadFlow by its interface.

SNRaphson.h
SFDecwp1e.h
ReadAsciiDahh
Unba1ncedData.h

TReadAsKiiData *IEEEOata= new TReadAxiiData(NULL)
TUnbalancedDala *ThreePhaseData=new
TUnbalancedData(NULL);
IEEEData ->FileName(lEEEl4.t)
ThreePhaseData->LoadFileName(.. .);
ThreePhaseData->LineFileName( ...) ;
TAsymmetricalloadFIowLPBase*LoadFlow;
if (YourChoice==SequenceNewtonRaphson)
LoadFlow=new TSNRaphson(NULL);
if(YourChoice= =SequenceFastDecoupled)
LoadFlow= new TSFDecouple(NULL);
LoadFlow->PositiveloadFlow->AddEus( IEEEData ->NSus,...)
LwdFlow- >Calculate();
LaodFlow->PrintThreeRerult(l;

Table 1 SingIe Phase Load Flow CBD Application
#include NRaphson.h
#include FDeioup1e.h
#include ReadAsciiDahh

'

REUSABILITY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
THREE PHASE LOAD FLOW

TReadAxiiDats *IEEEData =new TReadAsciiData(NUU)
IEEEData -rFileName(IEEE3OD.txt)

The reusability is measured in software industry for
economic reasons especially in developing large software
projects. In this paper component technology is used for
developing reusable load flow objects. These objects
model complex problems that may take along time to be
developed from scratch. The single phase load flow
object components are reused for developing other
components for thee phase load flow. And at the same
time the OO-PSM is extended to new models.

TLFBase *LoadFlow;
if (YourChoices=Newmn~phson)
LoadFlow=new TNRaphson(NUL1);
if(YourChoice= =FastDecoupled)
LwdFlow=naW TFDecoupte(NUU);
LoadFlow-zAddBus( IEEEData -rNBus, I E E D a t a ->Type.....)

The load flow is solved by dispatching the interface
method Calculate(). The method is defined inside the
class TLFBase as virtual method. The method will be
invoked at the runtime according to the declaration of the
object LoadFlow. If the object is declared as TNRaphson,
the method Calculate() inside the component TNRaphson
will override the virtual method inside the base class
TLFBase. The same situation if the control object
LoadFlow is declared as TFDecoupled. The solution is

Table 3 presents the developed components from scratch
and the reused components from single phase. Simple
measurement for the reusability can be done by counting
both the classes and components that are developed from
scratch; those are reused based on composition, and those
are modified by inheritance form the code in the single
phase load flow. The result exhibits that 55% of the
three-phase OO-PSM is developed by inheriting from the
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single phase 0 0 - P S M . The rest 45% is reused as it in the
development of the three phase load flow based on
composition. In view of the solution algorithms, 60% of
three phase components are reused based on composition
of single phase load flow components and the rest 40%
are developed from scratch.

symmetrical components theory. There are two objectmodels were presented in this paper. The first one models
the power system devices, 00-PSM. In this model, the
single phase model is extended for modeling the three
phase devices. The second one is the load flow
component object model that models the load flow
solution algorithms single phase or three-phases. In this
model, the single phase load flow objects are reused for
developing the three phase load flow components. Both
of single phase and three phase load flow objects are
reused for developing CBD application. These
applications were tested, only sample results for three
phase load flow were presented.

It is important to be iiientioned here in that to produce
reusable component, this requires understanding for the
problcm that the object component represents. This
nieans that developing reusable component for power
system study is not only programming practice but also
power engineering practice.
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